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Luxe Strappy Bra

Kettle Bell Tank, |  Olive Everywhere Pant

Copper Charged Tank



Working out with friends is the pinnacle of 

efficiency. Not only does your body come 

away stronger, but your spirit is uplifted by 

the experience of a shared sweat.

This spring, we’re celebrating active 

communities. We encourage you to break 

out of your winter rut and look for new 

sources of inspiration and new opportunities 

to inspire those around you.

We’re excited to launch several new 

pieces that we’re sure will inspire your next 

personal best.

Look for these smart features throughout:

Temperature 
Control

Strategic 
Ventilation

Odor 
Resistance

Four-way 
Stretch

Support Level

Sweat 
Wicking

Muscle 
Support

Ultra 
Compressive

Drawstring

Zippered 
Pockets

White Twist Tank

Racer Light n Tight Leggings
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Low profile 

pockets add 

secure storage 

for your smart 

phone, but 

never add bulk.

Available in 

multiple lengths 

for a perfect fit.

A high, 

compressive 

waist stays 

put—even 

when you run.
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LEGGINGS
LIGHT N TIGHT

MORE STYLES & COLORS

Imitation may be the highest form of flattery, but that 

doesn’t mean you want to see everyone else at the gym 

in your same leggings. We introduce new colors and 

patterns of leggings continually. Follow us on Instagram to 

see what’s new—and snap it up before it’s gone.

Our most popular leggings, this high-

performance design offers a firm compression 

that feels oh-so-supportive whether you plan to 

run a marathon or just run the day. 

The fitted design and high quality fabric contours 

to your shape, accentuating your muscle tone 

without revealing the color of your undies. Bend, 

flex, jump and twist. These leggings stay in place 

for a frictionless, effortlessly flattering look.

The high waistband and double pockets keep 

everything in its place while durable seaming 

stands up to wash after wash.

Starting at $59

ALL ABOUT INSEAMS

To offer the best fit possible, we keep 

inseam lengths the same throughout all 

sizes, but offer four inseam styles.

Crop: 17”

Capri: 20” 

7/8: 24” 

Full length: 28” 

Inseam Lengths
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JACKET
BOMBER

What makes a jacket ”the one” you never  leave 

home without? Flexibility. Our Bombers are the 

perfect companion for workouts, travel, and 

everyday because they offer so many ways to 

wear them. Strategically placed vents mean you 

won’t melt in warmer weather, while features like 

thumb holes, and cinch strings at the waist and 

hood mean you can also shut out cool breezes. 

Layer it up for winter workouts, then pack it down 

tight. This jacket was born to travel gracefully 

and weighs almost nothing. 

$69

We didn’t forget 

the guys. See men’s 

jackets on page 14.
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Adjustable 

cuffs with 

thumb holes

Drawstring 

waist for the 

perfect fit.

Strategic 

ventilation

Zippered 

pockets

Visit us online for 
the latest styles and 

newest products.  

ZYIAACTIVE.COM
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TECHNICAL DETAILS

Flat Waistband

Flatter your silhouette with a wide 

smooth waistband that won’t pinch, 

roll, or add bulk to your waistline.

Perfect Pockets

Plenty of room for keys without 

adding weight to your hip line.

Tailored Fit

Premium stretch fabric and 

thoughtful design allow our joggers 

to skim your shape without clinging 

or sagging. You’ll look chic and 

relaxed, never sloppy.

High-function Drawstring

We never forget joggers are meant 

to be used for jogging. Cinch them 

up and they’ll stay put, no matter 

what you throw at them.

Fitted Cuffs

No more tugging or pulling. These 

cuffs stay in place with an effortless

hold that doesn’t leave marks.
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JOGGERS
MUST-HAVE

Is it possible to have a comfortable fit and still 

maintain a flattering silhouette? Absolutely. Our 

joggers strike the perfect balance of comfort 

features—like a smooth, wide waistband and 

premium four-way stretch fabric—and blend 

them with a tailored fit that gracefully slims 

your shape. These aren’t pajama bottoms 

masquerading as workout wear. The drawstring 

waist and fitted cuffs make them as perfect for 

getting in your miles as they are for running to an 

appointment.

Starting at $76

We didn’t forget the guys.

See men’s joggers on

page 14.

Did you know?  Zyia is the Title sponsor 

of the Utah Jazz Dancers?
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BUILD A BETTER
COMMUNITY
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The best workouts are those we share—in person and through 
the digital methods we use to give and receive inspiration. 
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You can host a Zyia party in-home or online and earn over $150 in credit 
towards products and 50% off of several more items at each party. 

Share what you love and earn rewards. 

Party 

Sales

Host 

Credit

50% Off 

Items

$1,000 + $150+ 4

$600 $65 3

$200 $20 2

A party requires at least 3 orders and $200 in 
sales to qualify for host program rewards. 

PRODUCTS
FREE ZYIA

Sharing ZYIA isn’t just fun 

and easy—it’s a great way to 

encourage those around you 

to meet and celebrate their 

active lifestyle goals.
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At ZYIA Active we believe working for your goals 

should be fun and immensely rewarding. Our 

representatives help share and promote their 

love for an active lifestyle and the ZYIA Active 

products they already know and use. 

We reward representatives through a payplan 

created with a few goals in mind:

• Offering the most financial success possible. 

• Make success simple—even if you’re new to 

this (or any) type of business.

Representative Benefits:

• Income
• Discounted Products
• Flexible Hours
• Bonuses
• Training
• Incentives,Trips & Rewards
• Recognition
• Business Tools

Share what you love. Support those around you. Be successful.

ZYIA TEAM
JOIN THE

The ZYIA payplan is simple and based 

on teamwork. Sponsors help new 

representatives be successful and are 

rewarded in turn. Because we believe 

we all work harder when we’re having 

fun, we also craft special promotions 

around recognition, retreats, and 

vacations.
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MEN’S LINE
THE ZYIA

Men’s Gray Performance T

Men’s Charcoal Clubhouse Shorts

Our men’s line is built on the same principles 

as our women’s clothing: form and function 

working in synthesis to elevate your workout. 

Thoughtful details like four-way stretch fabrics, wide no-roll 

waistbands, ventilation zones, and ultra-soft anti-pill blends 

go into every garment we make. Because we know when it 

comes to workout wear—looks are nice, comfort is critical, 

but performance matters. 

Visit us online for 
the latest styles and 

newest products.  

ZYIAACTIVE.COM
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Men’s Kettle Moon Tank

Men Black City Joggers

Men’s Turquoise Active T

Men’s Black Camo Training Jacket

MORE STYLES & COLORS

We introduce new styles weekly. 
Follow us on Instagram or visit 
zyiaactive.com to see the latest colors 
and newest designs.
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TECHNICAL DETAILS

Odor Blocking

4% Copper infused into fabric 

blocks nasty odors from developing.

 

Temperature Control

Strategic ventilation areas let 

air flow in and out, keeping skin 

cooler.

 

Anti-Chafing

Seamless construction prevents 

chafing.

Stay-put Waistband

Flatter your silhouette with a wide 

smooth waistband that won’t pinch, 

roll, or add bulk to your waistline.

Ultimate Stretch

4-way stretch technical fabric 

moves with you.
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TANK
COPPER-CHARGED

Winter or summer, what makes a perfect 

workout tank doesn’t change. You might layer 

it up, but because it’s next to your skin, it has to 

feel like it isn’t there. Seamless construction and 

lightweight premium technical fabric make our 

copper-charged tank wear effortlessly. High-

performance moisture wicking pulls sweat away 

from your skin to where it can evaporate, while 

the copper-infused fabric stomps on odors. You 

stay cooler, smell better, and feel great.

$31
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There are sports bras and there are sports 

bras. For high-impact sports and long 

workouts, nothing beats the functionality and 

support of our All Star. The high-fit neckline lets 

you focus on your workout while mesh panels 

in all the right places keep you cool. A wide, 

ventilated back panel and zippered racer 

back construction offer additional stay-in-

place support and a touch of style that makes 

this bra worth wearing solo.

$49

2

5

BRA
ALL STAR
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1

2

2

3

4

Neckline

Scooped shape looks great with 

all shirt styles or worn alone. 

High fit lets you move with 

confidence in any sport.

 

Strategic Ventilation

Ventilated mesh panels, front and 

back—everywhere you need 

them most.

1

2

3

4

5

TECHNICAL DETAILS

Removable Cups

Choose how to wear it, and make 

laundry day simpler. 

Bottom Band

Wide elastic band stays in place 

without pinching or rolling.

 

Thoughtful Details 

Zippered back with easy-pull tab.

 

Visit us online for 
the latest styles and 

newest products.  

ZYIAACTIVE.COM
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Mesh back panel 

adds a functional and 

decorative ventilation 

zone where you need 

it most.

BRA
BOMBER

A customer favorite, our vented Bomber bra offers a 

beautiful blend of form and function so perfect, you’re 

going to want to stock up. The bomber provides medium 

all-day support without hardware, making it as easy 

to own as it is to wear. A flattering, supportive fit and 

charming details will make you want to show it off.

$31

Smooth shoulder straps blend fluidly into 

a racerback for chafe-free support that 

flatters your shoulders and back.

High-quality construction stands up to 

the regular wear and washing your 

favorite bra is destined to receive.

Removable cups let you choose how to 

wear it and simplify laundry day.

Layers beautifully 

with open-back shirts.

Wide elastic bottom 

band keeps bra 

in place without 

pinching or rolling.
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LEGGING
BRILLIANT

The most versatile of all workout clothing, our brilliant 

performance legging reigns supreme. Everything you love 

about our Light n Tight line, but with a bit less compression. 

The high, structured waistband comes right to your 

bellybutton and won’t dig, pinch, or tug as you move. 

Flat-serged seams inside and out— plus 25% Spandex 

content—provide the wear-all-day comfort you demand 

from a quality legging. 

Quick-drying, non-

wrinkling technical 

fabric offers just the right 

compression.

Available in various 

inseam lengths

Wide, high 

waistband won’t 

dig or roll.
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Visit us online for 
the latest styles and 

newest products.  

ZYIAACTIVE.COM

Luxe Strappy Bra

Navy Everywhere Pant



Contact your ZYIA representative to learn more.

9442 S 670 W Sandy, Utah 84070

Customer Service: cs@zyiaactive.com | 435.383.5263  


